FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

GLOBAL RESULTS COMMUNICATIONS CLIENT PORTFOLIO EXPANDS WITH ADDITION OF AMERGINT TECHNOLOGIES

Award-winning tech PR powerhouse adds International Space Station voice, video and data link provider to esteemed client roster

SANTA ANA, Calif., February 20, 2020 – Global Results Communications (GRC), an award-winning, full-service public relations powerhouse focused on high tech and all the verticals it touches, is pleased to announce the addition of its new client, AMERGINT Technologies, a trusted, reliable provider of mission-critical ground, test and networking systems. With its extensive and renowned portfolio of clients, GRC will utilize its industry-leading experience to produce and launch multifaceted media campaigns to amplify media and analyst relations and generate coverage in top-tier news and trade publications.

“We are thrilled to be chosen as the global agency of record for Amergint, an essential and trusted partner in the evolution of the space and defense industries,” says GRC CEO and Founder Valerie Christopherson. “The need for strong, precise communications is more important today than ever, and we look forward to increasing its brand awareness by executing a full-service PR program equipped with all the fixings.”

AMERGINT products bring innovation to space systems, whether it’s updating legacy ground systems or implementing new cloud-based architectures, with its three product families addressing the full spectrum of signal, network, and data processing. With a focus on mission-critical communication and data paths through the capture, processing, transport and exploitation of vital data, AMERGINT brings together engineers, software developers, technicians and professional staff who are experts in solving complex and varied problems. Over 2,500 AMERGINT product deliveries are hosted on cloud architectures and dedicated servers, testing, launching and operating space systems. The International Space Station’s voice, video, and data links flow through AMERGINT’s softFEP systems at multiple NASA ground locations, with future manned space systems such as CST-100 following suit.

To learn more about GRC visit: www.globalresultspr.com

ABOUT GRC

Global Results Communications (GRC) is an award-winning, full-service public relations firm focused on elevating the public profiles of its clients worldwide. With expertise in the technology industry and all the markets tech touches, GRC is renowned for interpreting complex concepts and leading-edge ideas with insight and intelligence, and in a distinct brand voice that is consistent, clear and engaging. Trusted by both entrepreneurs on the cusp of new discoveries and multi-billion-dollar enterprises breaking new ground, GRC adheres to the highest standards while developing targeted communications strategies that dramatically enhance market presence and performance on a global scale. For more information please visit: www.globalresultspr.com. Follow us on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and LinkedIn. Call GRC at +1 949-306-6476.
About AMERGINT Technologies
AMERGINT Technologies is an essential and trusted partner in the evolution of the Space and Defense Industries by focusing on mission-critical communication and data paths through the capture, processing, transport and exploitation of vital mission data. Visit: www.amergint.com.
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